Abstract-Management of ALI/ARDS involves supportive ventilation at low tidal volumes (V t ) to minimize the rate at which ventilator induced lung injury (VILI) develops while the lungs heal. However, we currently have few details to guide the minimization of VILI in the ALI/ARDS patient. The goal of the present study was to determine how VILI progresses with time as a function of the manner in which the lung is ventilated in mice. We found that the progression of VILI caused by over-ventilating the lung at a positive endexpiratory pressure of zero is accompanied by progressive increases in lung stiffness as well as the rate at which the lung derecruits over time. We were able to accurately recapitulate these findings in a computational model that attributes changes in the dynamics of recruitment and derecruitment to two populations of lung units. One population closes over a time scale of minutes following a recruitment maneuver and the second closes in a matter of seconds or less, with the relative sizes of the two populations changing as VILI develops. This computational model serves as a basis from which to link the progression of VILI to changes in lung mechanical function.
INTRODUCTION
The key to clinical management of patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) is avoidance of additional ventilator-induced lung injury (VILI). In general terms, this amounts to ventilating with a small tidal volume (V t ) to avoid volutrauma, and applying positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) to avoid atelectrauma. 23, 24 Current clinical practice adopts a one-size-fits-all strategy based on these principles, as exemplified by the ARDSNet recommended V t of 6 mL/kg ideal body weight, 1 yet ARDS patients are not all the same. Indeed, it seems axiomatic that improvements in management will be achieved if personalized ventilatory strategies can be developed that take a particular patient's injury status into consideration. Such strategies will have to be based on clinical parameters that can be measured rapidly and continually, and that reflect the development of VILI.
The obvious candidates to act as guides for the minimization of VILI are parameters that reflect lung mechanical function because they can be measured noninvasively from pressure-flow relationships assessed at the tracheal opening, 6 and because VILI is an inherently mechanical process. For such parameters to be useful in this regard, however, we would have to know how the mechanical properties of the lung reflect the risk of causing VILI in any given individual, something that we currently understand little about. Accordingly, the goal of the present study was to determine how the development of VILI is reflected in measurable changes in lung mechanics.
We undertook our study in mice because we have previously shown that VILI can be made to develop in a progressive and accelerating manner in this species when they are ventilated for several hours with a large V t at a PEEP of zero. 34 This allowed us to titrate the acceleration of lung injury through adjustment of V t in order to determine quantitative relationships between the rate at which VILI develops and certain key parameters of lung mechanics. We then attempted to recapitulate these findings in a computational model as an aid to understanding how the biophysical effects of fluid and protein accumulation in the pulmonary airspaces might manifest at the organ level.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animal Procedures
Experiments were conducted on healthy 8-10 week old BALB/c mice (Jackson Laboratories, Bar Harbor, ME) weighting 18.3-24.2 g (average 21.9 g). The mice were anesthetized with 90 mgAEkg 21 intraperitoneal (IP) sodium pentobarbital, and a modified 18 gauge PrecisionGlide needle (Becton Dickson & Co., NJ) was surgically inserted into the trachea. The cannula was then attached to a programmable computer-controlled small animal ventilator (flexiVent, SCIREQ, Montreal, QC, Canada) and baseline ventilation was started with a tidal volume (V t ) of 0.25 mL at a frequency of 200 breathsAEmin 21 against a PEEP of 3 cmH 2 O. Because of gas compressibility within the ventilator cylinder, the V t delivered to the lung was 0.2 mL, or 2 L kg 21 min
21
. Baseline ventilation was applied for an initial 20 min stabilization period, after which a 4 h experimental protocol was applied (see below). The mice were given an IP injection of 0.5 mL kg 21 pancuronium bromide at the beginning of the stabilization period to prevent any spontaneous breathing efforts. Subsequent IP injections of 5 mg kg 21 sodium pentobarbital were administered approximately every 30 min to maintain deep anesthesia. To ensure adequate anesthesia under paralysis, heart rate was monitored continuously via electrocardiogram. At the conclusion of the experimental protocol the animals were euthanized with an IP injection of 150 mg kg 21 pentobarbital followed by cervical dislocation. This protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Vermont, and animal treatment was in compliance with the Animal Welfare Act.
Experimental Protocol
Following the 20 min baseline ventilation period, a deep inhalation (DI) was administered by briefly inflating the lung to 30 cmH 2 O in order to recruit any lung regions that might have previously become closed. PEEP was then set to 0, a second DI was applied, and respiratory system impedance was determined using a 2 s multi-frequency (0.5-20.5 Hz) displacement of the ventilator cylinder (amplitude 0.17 mL). The impedance was fit with the constant-phase model 16 from which a measure of lung elastance (H) was obtained, as we have described in previous studies. [3] [4] [5] 33, 34 The animals were then subjected to a 4 h ventilation protocol that began with a test of derecruitability. This test consisted of ventilating the animals with a V t of 0.25 mL for 4.5 min during which H was determined every 20 s. We have established previously 4 that the rise in H over this brief period reflects the propensity of the lungs to derecruit over time. , respectively. During this over-ventilation epoch, peak tracheal pressures ( c P tr ) were recorded at 5.5 min intervals. This sequence of derecruitability test followed by over-ventilation was applied repeatedly until either the total time elapsed was 4 h or the animal died.
Computational Modeling
We simulated the dynamics of lung recruitment and derecruitment using an adaptation of a computational model that we have previously described in detail. 7, 22 The model consists of N = 1200 parallel lung units, a number selected arbitrarily to provide a balance between computational efficiency and smoothness of the simulations. The lung units are identical, each with an elastance, E unit , that increases linearly with unit volume, V unit , in order to mimic the strain stiffening observed in the lung. 32 We also allow the stiffness of each unit to increase linearly with time as a result of progressive VILI. The equation governing the overall behavior of E unit is
where E base = 20 cmH 2 O mL 21 is the zero-volume elastance in the healthy lung, E strain = 14 cmH 2 O mL 22 is a constant that accounts for strain stiffening of the lung tissue, and E damage = 6 9 10 
Each lung unit is connected to a common junction by an airway of fixed resistance R unit , where
and R aw is total airway resistance set equal to 0.47 cmH 2 O s mL 21 to match baseline measurements made in the mice. The overall resistance of the lung at any point in time is then
Dynamic closure and reopening of the parallel airways in the model is simulated using virtual trajectories as we have previously described. 7, 21, 22 Briefly, each airway is either fully open or fully closed, and is associated with a virtual trajectory specified by a variable, x, that may take a value on the open interval (0, 1). The value of x increases if the pressure, P, that is applied to the airway is greater than a specified critical opening pressure, P o , with the rate of increase being s o (P 2 P o ) where s o is an opening velocity constant. The converse occurs if P is less than a critical closing pressure, P c , with the rate of decrease in x being s c (P c 2 P) where s c is a closing velocity constant. If the airway is open and x reaches 0 then the airway immediately closes, and conversely if the airway is closed and x reaches 1 it opens immediately. The recruitment and derecruitment behavior of the entire model is thus determined by the distributions from which the values of P o , P c , s o and s c are randomly drawn (see ''Results'' section).
The model was driven during inspiration through the airway junction by a specified volume waveform buffered by the elastance, E gas , of an intervening volume of gas representing that in the cylinder and connecting tubing of the ventilator. E gas was set equal to 130 cmH 2 O mL 21 to match the value determined for the experimental ventilator. The inspiratory volume waveform was a half-sinusoid of appropriate frequency and amplitude. Expiration from the model was passive, being driven by the elastic recoil pressures in the open units that emptied through their respective airways and then through a conduit representing the tubing of the equipment with resistance R eq = 0.4 cmH 2 O s mL 21 . The model equations were specified and integrated numerically with a time step of 0.005 s as described previously by Massa et al. 22 Fitting was accomplished with a GNU Scientific Library implementation of the Simplex algorithm described by Nelder and Mead, 26 a derivative-free approach to minimizing the fit error between the predicted and measured data. However, because of the presence of local minima, manual adjustment of the parameters was necessary and the simplex algorithm served to refine these estimates. This model fitting procedure was computational expensive, requiring multiple runs of the model using different realizations of its statistically determined parameters to compute ensemble-average values for the fitted parameters. To manage this computational burden, we implemented the fitting procedure on multiple processors of the Vermont Advanced Computing Center.
RESULTS
Progression of VILI in Mice
An example of the measurements of H made during a sequence of derecruitability tests in a single mouse is shown in Fig. 1 . These observations show that lung derecruitability, as assessed by the rises in H observed during each 4.5 min test, increased progressively and dramatically over the 4 h ventilation period, indicating accelerating development of VILI throughout the experiment. In order to quantify the changes in derecruitability, we fit each set of rising H values with a straight line segment as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The slope of each line segment was taken as the derecruitment rate (D Rate = dH/dt). The value of each line segment 20 s after the cessation of high V t ventilation, termed H 1 , represents the first recorded measurement of H. The time course of VILI development is thus characterized by the temporal increases in H 1 and D Rate .
We found that the acceleration of H 1 over time increased with increasing V t , so we were able to use V t to titrate the rate of VILI development in the mice. For the four different V t used in our experiments we found the time course of H 1 to be well described by the empirical equation Fig. 3 . This relationship was well described by the empirical equation
Given that both D Rate and H 1 provide sensitive reflections of the degree of VILI in initially normal mice, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , it follows that the degree of VILI can be uniquely specified in terms of either of D Rate or H 1 . Figure 4 shows the peak tracheal pressure ( c P tr ) from the four different V t groups. In contrast to both D Rate and H 1 , c P tr increased linearly in all groups at a rate that was independent of V t . The parameter values for the lines fit to c P tr vs. time are given in Table 2 .
Computational Modeling of VILI Progression
In attempting to use the computational model described in Materials and Methods to mimic the above experimental data, we had to choose distributions from which to randomly draw values for P o , P c , s o and s c , as this is what determines the dynamics of recruitment and derecruitment predicted by the model. Experimental data upon which to base these distributions, however, are scant. In two previous studies 7, 22 we assumed that P o and P c are distributed in a Gaussian fashion based on reports in patients. 9, 29 We also assumed that s c and s o would come from monotonically decreasing probability distributions because there is no apparent limit to how rapidly a lung unit might open or close. We therefore arbitrarily assumed exponential distributions for s c and s o . Accordingly, P c was drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean l a = 0 and standard deviation r a = 3, as suggested by Massa et al., 22 and P o = P c + DP where DP = 4 cmH 2 O. s o and s c were drawn from exponential distributions (probability density function f(x) = ke 2kx ) with rate constants k a c ¼ 1000 and k a o ¼ 50, respectively, so that airway closure occurred an order of magnitude faster than airway opening, as we found previously. 22 We found that the computational model described above gave the best recapitulations of the experimentally observed H 1 and D Rate (Fig. 5) 
where a 1 is a constant (the fitted values of a 1 and t crit for the four groups are given in Table 3 ).
In
À3 : The number of airways exhibiting this behavior (N HP ) increases with time according to the degree of lung injury as
The fitted values of a 2 are given in Table 3 . By using two groups of respiratory units, together with Eq. (1), this model is capable of reproducing the VILI-induced alterations in elastance (Fig. 5 ) and peak pressure (Fig. 6) observed experimentally. Figure 7 shows the model predictions of the fraction of airways that are open as a function of time over the course of the entire experiment for V t = 1.2 mL. The dashed lines in the figure show the amount of rapid derecruitment that occurs at the beginning of each derecruitability test. This highlights the acceleration in the number of rapidly closing airways as VILI progresses.
Finally, we evaluated the sensitivity of the model to variations in its key parameters by comparing the best-fit predictions for V t = 1.2 mL, shown in Fig. 5 , to the predictions made by altering each of the parameters in question by ±5%. We quantified sensitivity in terms of the maximum root mean square errors (RMSE) in c P tr and H (Fig. 8) , determined at time-points identical to the experiments. The sensitivity of the model to l a , which is initially 0, is evaluated at l a = ±0.377, a value which corresponds to ±5% changes in the cumulative distribution function. Note that a degree of variation is inherent due to the statistical nature of the model, despite each model run consisting of the average of 256 independent simulations. This baseline level of variation is computed by comparing two runs without changing the parameters, and is labeled ''No Change'' in Fig. 8 . 
DISCUSSION
ALI is a relatively common form of acute noncardiogenic pulmonary edema that can result from a variety of insults, including massive hemorrhage, systemic infection, and inhalation of noxious agents. The severe form of ALI known as ARDS has a mortality of 30-40% and is frequently treated with mechanical ventilation, which may lead to VILI. Despite the prevalence and high mortality of VILI, the mechanics of injury and the resulting effects on lung function are not fully characterized. This is due in part to the myriad of factors, ranging from the host immune response to surfactant inactivation, which interact to produce VILI. In the current study we have built on an earlier investigation 34 to produce a mouse model of VILI in which the rate of lung injury development can be titrated through choice of the V t used to overventilate the lungs against a PEEP of zero (Figs. 2, 4) . The V t we used to achieve VILI are, of course, significantly larger than those that would normally be applied in even a perfectly healthy mouse. Our goal here, however, is to is to understand how VILI develops in the normal lung over an experimental tractable timescale, and for that we must push the organ to its mechanical limits.
We characterize the physiological effects of VILI by monitoring how lung elastance increases over the first few minutes immediately following a recruitment maneuver since injury of the lung accelerates the rate and magnitude of this increase. Also, we have shown previously, using both in vivo microscopy 2 and computed tomography, 5 that these increases in elastance reflect commensurate increases in the amount of derecruited lung. Accordingly, we take the transient increases in elastance following a recruitment maneuver to constitute a measure of what we call the derecruitability of the lung. In this study we found that derecruitability can be characterized to a large extent by only two parameters, as illustrated in Fig. 1 . One of these parameters is the first measurement of elastance (H 1 ) made 20 s following the cessation of large V t . As the preceding large V t serve to recruit most of the lung, H 1 reflects the extent to which the lung has been able to derecruit during this brief period of time. The second parameter (D Rate ) reflects the rate of increase of elastance over the subsequent 4 min. H 1 thus describes how derecruitment takes place on a timescale of seconds, while D Rate characterizes derecruitment dynamics over a timescale of minutes. Together, H 1 and D Rate provide a precise link between lung function and injury status.
Intriguingly, H 1 and D Rate appear to be tightly linked to each other, as shown in Fig. 3 . In other words, either H 1 or D Rate on its own is sufficient to uniquely specify a given degree of VILI, at least as it develops in initially normal mice. This means we can use the relationship embodied in Fig. 3 and Eq. (6) to reproduce a complete set of derecruitability measurements from a set only of H 1 values. This is done in Fig. 5 (dashed lines) by using Eqs. (5) and (6) and the parameter values in Table 1 to recapitulate the complete set of derecruitability measurements for all V t groups. The rate of acceleration of VILI in initially normal mice can thus be titrated through control of the magnitude of the over-ventilation V t . It remains to be seen whether the relationship shown in Fig. 3 , and quantified in Eq. (6), is truly universal (i.e., applies to mice with ALI caused by other factors), but we can conclude from the present study that over-ventilation of normal mice sets the lungs on a unique path to destruction. Varying V t simply varies the rate of travel down this path.
We speculated in a previous study 34 that the accelerating increase in derecruitability seen with overventilation at zero PEEP reflects a positive feedback mechanism whereby injury begins with a small leakage of fluid and/or protein into the airspaces, which disrupts surfactant function. 10, 18, 19, 35 This then increases the stresses of mechanical ventilation, making the leak worse, raising surface tension even further, and so on. The universality of the H 1 -D Rate relationship found in the present study (Fig. 3) supports this hypothesis by suggesting that increasing V t simply increases the rate at which material leaks into the airspaces. Also, because of the link between H 1 and D Rate shown in Fig. 3 , the rate of development of VILI for a particular V t can be encapsulated in a single parameter characterizing the rate of acceleration of H 1 with time. This parameter is s H in Eq. (5), and is strongly dependent on V t (Table 1 ; Fig. 2 ), further demonstrating that we are able to use V t to titrate our mouse model of VILI to obtain different rates of injury development. Figure 2 and Table 1 show that H 0 1 ; obtained from the H 1 fit, is higher for the V t = 1.0 mL group compared to the other groups. This difference in H 0 1 arises not from the difference in the first derecruitability test, but in differences observed in the second (and subsequent) tests. A two-way analysis of variance comparing H 1 for the four V t groups during the first and second derecruitability tests shows a significant difference (p = 0.05) between the V t = 1.0 mL and the higher-V t groups during the second derecruitability test. There is no significant difference during the first test. Because all values of H 1 are given equal weight in the H 1 fit (Eq. (5)), the fit values of H 0 1 (Table 1 ) are higher at V t = 1.0 mL. We hypothesize that this difference arises because a fraction of the lung is derecruited during the first overventilation epoch when V t = 1.0 mL, but this fraction becomes recruited with the higher V t .
We showed in our previous study 34 that accelerating derecruitability of the kind seen in Figs. 2 and 5 can be qualitatively reproduced computationally by imposing an increase in the mean values of the distributions from which P o and P c are drawn. This makes biophysical sense because increases in airway opening and closing pressures are thought, on the basis of in vitro studies, 8, 15, 25, 30, 31 to reflect an increase in surface tension at the air-liquid interface in the lungs, something that is known to occur in ARDS. This motivated us to attempt to mimic the data in the present study in the same way. Here, however, we varied the rates of increase of the distribution means for P o and P c (i.e., l a ) in order to account for the four V t -dependent rates of VILI we observed experimentally in the mice (that is, we varied the value of a 1 in Eq. (7)). This yielded qualitative agreement with the increases in D Rate observed during the derecruitment tests, but it failed to mimic the concomitant increases in H 1 (model results not shown). Noting that H 1 reflects rapid derecruitment events that take place within the first 20 s following cessation of high V t ventilation, we were led to include another distinct population of rapidly closing units in the model. This allowed the model to accurately mimic all the key features of our experimental data (Figs. 5, 6 ). The second population of units increased in number as injury progressed (Eq. (8) and Table 3 ), and might correspond, for example, to those described in rats with VILI by Pavone et al. 27 These investigators used in vivo video microscopy to observe a population of damaged alveoli that recruit and derecruit extremely rapidly over the course of a single breath. Such alveolar instability is known to increase as VILI progresses and is attributed to surfactant inactivation. 28 We also had to deal with the somewhat surprising observation that c P tr increased linearly at a rate that, contrary to both H 1 and D Rate , did not depend on V t as shown in Fig. 4. (Note that the vertical differences in the c P tr relationships between the different V t groups in Fig. 4 are simply a consequence of the nonlinear pressure-volume relationship of the lung.) A possible explanation for the behavior of c P tr is that an increase in surface tension causes an increase in the intrinsic stiffness of those respiratory units that are open at any given point in time. However, the V t -independence of the linear increases in c P tr suggests a mechanism that is distinct from that causing the V t -dependent increases in derecruitability. One possibility is that the increases c P tr reflect alveolar flooding due to the accumulation of fluid in the distal airspaces.
Our current working hypothesis about the link between lung function and VILI thus involves the following three distinct components: (1) progressive decrements in surfactant function cause a small but increasing population of unstable alveoli to close almost immediately 27 following the transition from high to low V t at the start of each derecruitability test, giving rise to the accelerating increases in H 1 as VILI develops, (2) increasing surface tension also causes an increasing number of small airways to close at a slower rate during the derecruitability tests via liquid bridging, 22 giving rise to the accelerating increases in D Rate , and (3) epithelial leak results in accumulation of fluid in the airspaces which results in increased overdistention at a prescribed lung volume, giving rise to the linear increases in c P tr . A corollary of the above interpretation is the implication that while a deep inspiration will rapidly recruit the severely injured lung, as shown in Fig. 7 , much of this improvement is short lived because when pressure returns to a normal level a significant fraction of the lung will derecruit again almost immediately (Fig. 7, dashed lines) . As a consequence, there will be a great deal of repeated closure and reopening of large regions of the injured lung that will likely exacerbate atelectrauma. At the same time, the remaining open regions will become over-distended during each inspiration, possibly leading to enhanced volutrauma in these regions. The computational model we have developed here may thus be useful for exploring the relative benefits of ventilator modes that vary in their degrees of mean lung pressure and pressure excursion, such as airway pressure-release ventilation and highfrequency ventilation.
The relative importance of the various physiological mechanisms represented in our model on the progression of VILI is indicated by the results of the sensitivity analysis shown in Fig. 8 . Interestingly, the variations in model parameter values have different consequences for H and c P tr . Specifically, H is most strongly influenced by t crit and a 2 which determine, via Eq. (8), the kinetics of the subgroup of airways that appear as injury progresses, yet both parameters have minimal effect on c P tr : Conversely, the parameters that determine tissue elastance properties via Eq. (1), particularly the volume dependence of elastance (E strain ), play the dominant role in determining c P tr : These results support the notion that the temporal changes in H and c P tr reflect complementary, yet different, aspects of the tissue injury that is caused by mechanical ventilation.
Finally, although we have argued above that certain biophysical events in the lung are responsible for the observed derangements in mechanical function seen in mice as VILI develops, much of this has been achieved with the aid of a computational model that is itself based on numerous assumptions, some of which are rather arbitrary. Accordingly, we must acknowledge that the limitations of the model translate directly into limitations of the study as a whole. The model is necessarily simple in terms of its structure because we wished to minimize the number of free parameters that had to be adjusted when fitting it to the experimental data. Consequently, although the model recapitulated the main features of the experimental data, it did not have enough degrees of freedom to describe all the deterministic variation in the data, as evidenced by the modest but consistent over-and under-predictions of the data seen in Figs. 5 and 6. We therefore take the fitted model parameter values as general estimates of the magnitudes of the physiological quantities they represent, rather than precise estimates, which is appropriate in view of the fact that the model structure is also only an approximation to reality. For example, we represented the distributed nature of the lung in terms of a large number of parallel airways having equal diameter and resistance, which does not mimic the branching structure of the airway tree. Although we have previously extended our model to include a branching tree containing airways of variable diameter, 21 airway recruitment and derecruitment in the inured lung likely occurs mostly in the lung periphery. We therefore felt that representing this phenomenon in terms of identical small parallel airways is reasonable. This, however, raises the possibility of mechanical interdependence between adjacent airways, mediated by the intervening parenchyma, which could have an important influence on how recruitment and derecruitment of a given airways affects, for example, the critical opening and closing pressures of its neighbors. This could result in spatial correlation between the behaviors of different lung units. These and other physiological details may need to be included in future versions of the model in order to improve the accuracy of its predictions, once the necessary data become available.
Another important assumption in the model is the heuristic scheme based on virtual trajectories that we employed to account for the dynamics of recruitment and derecruitment. The virtual trajectory variable x does not correspond to anything physical in particular, even though the behavior of x is reminiscent of the way in which liquid bridge formation and breakage have been shown to occur in table-top models in vitro 8, 14, [36] [37] [38] and in computational models. [11] [12] [13] 17, 20 Consequently, our choices for distributions of the open and closing pressures and velocities for the individual units in the model are purely empirical. Furthermore, we have not exhaustively demonstrated that the distributions we used in the model to account for our experimental findings are the only ones that would work. Rather, we have established the plausibility of various hypotheses, setting the scene for future experimental tests.
In summary, we have demonstrated in a mouse model of VILI that lung derecruitability increases in an accelerating manner that depends on V t , while c P tr increases linearly in a manner that is independent of V t . Derecruitment, which reflects injury severity, is observed on timescales ranging from seconds to minutes as quantified by the parameters H 1 and D Rate , respectively. H 1 and D Rate are linked through a single relationship, which suggests they may share a common mechanistic basis. By contrast, c P tr increases at a linear rate that is independent of V t . Experimentation with a computational model suggests that the increases in H 1 and D Rate may be due to progressive increases in surface tension at the air-liquid interface in the lung as surfactant function becomes compromised by fluid and plasma proteins leaking into the airspaces, with H 1 reflecting rapid closure of alveoli and D Rate reflecting slower closure of small airways. c P tr , on the other hand, appears to be affected through a different biophysical mechanism, one possibility being the irreversible flooding of alveoli with fluid that has leaked into the airspaces. The computational model also predicts that recruitment and derecruitment of substantial fractions of the lung occur over a wide range of times scales in severe VILI.
